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Introduction:

• Gambit’s Software and IT Services (SITS) Market Review for Q421 witnesses historically

high levels of UK SITS M&A activity despite temporary, Omicron-induced market

volatility during the period.

• SITS sector deal volumes rose by 31% when compared with Q321, underpinned by

confidence in the sector’s resilience and robust market fundamentals, insulating it

from short to medium term exogenous shocks such as new Covid-19 variants.

• Key subsectors such as system software have seen EV/EBITDA multiples rise by 57%

since Q120, buoyed by the flexibility, scalability and agility of business models in the

subsector, in turn, driving robust margins and enhanced value.

• Off the back of digital transformation and heightened cyber security concerns,

increased appetite for quality VAR & consultancy assets was evident in Q421,

illustrated by a 14% increase in deal volumes from Q321 to Q421 to represent nearly

a quarter of all SITS M&A activity.

• The evolving digital landscape has emphasised the need for holistic solutions that

include robust digital infrastructure and prudent cloud security, driving Gambit’s

managed IT & cloud valuation index to an EV/EBITDA multiple of 14x, 43% higher

than its pre-pandemic level.

• Consolidators are leveraging what remains, for now, a plentiful and low cost

borrowing environment to support M&A activity, fuelling the strategic plans of

opportunistic acquirors who are utilising the low interest rate environment to fund the

creation of long term value.

• M&A investment appraisal and financial due diligence exercises continue to evolve,

however expert advisors are continuing to facilitate optimal value realisation

through effective negotiation of key issues to maximise shareholder proceeds.

• The SITS sector is primed for its next wave of consolidation throughout 2022 and

Gambit continues to support SITS business owners with the execution of their

strategic plans.
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Key points in focus:

• With SITS companies accumulating significant cash balances and private equity

firms accruing record levels of ‘dry powder’, both will seek to deploy resources into

quality assets and in-demand, profitable subsectors, which will drive buoyant M&A

activity in 2022.

• Shareholders have benefited from a surge in valuation multiples in the rebound from

the pandemic and the uplift reflects the growing recognition among investors that

investment in digital transformation is required to meet the demands of the post-

Covid landscape.

• The current M&A environment presents a ‘window of opportunity’ for shareholders to

explore succession strategies while transaction activity and heightened competitive

tension can be leveraged to maximise value realisation.

• Investors are increasing their focus on sustainability during the transaction due

diligence phase, driving enhanced deal values for ESG-credible SITS companies, as

acquirors look to leverage and embed this competency within their portfolios.

• Proactive business owners should reach out to their advisory network to establish a

best practice approach to maximise value creation and realisation opportunities.
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Analyst 
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UK M&A Activity

• Historically high levels of UK SITS M&A activity occurred in Q421 with the sector delivering an 81% increase in

deal volumes from Q420 and a 31% increase from Q321, despite lingering macroeconomic uncertainty from

Covid-19. Healthy economic growth underpinned elevated investor sentiment and appetite, providing

encouragement to corporates pursuing transformative M&A to add scale, technological capabilities and

access to new markets.

• Shareholders have benefited from a surge in valuation multiples in the rebound from the pandemic.

Gambit’s SITS valuation index demonstrated a 32.34% increase in EV/EBITDA multiples from Q120 to Q421.

This uplift in valuation multiples reflects the growing recognition among investors that investment in digital

transformation and technologies is essential in meeting the demands of the post-Covid landscape.

• With favourable capital market conditions and a positive macroeconomic outlook, sponsor-backed

transactions have become increasingly prevalent in Q421. Ample dry powder, along with robust fundraising

activity and historically low costs of capital have supported continued levels of private equity activity within

the SITS vertical, with 47% of transactions undertaken by private equity backed acquirers.

• Leading mid-market and SME SITS companies with evolving use-cases are attracting elevated attention

from market consolidators, with acquirers focusing on smaller and more agile targets with scalability and

cross-border opportunities.

• M&A investment appraisal and due diligence exercises continue to evolve, with acquirers seeking to

validate factors beyond traditional financial and legal queries. Subsequently, targets with prudent ESG

frameworks are attracting elevated attention from market consolidators. In parallel, investors are increasing

their focus on sustainability, launching specialist ‘green’ funds and investing in ESG-credible SITS companies

to leverage their sustainability capabilities and embed this competency within their portfolios.

Source: Refinitiv, Gambit analysis
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Sectors in Focus

Application Software

• In an increasingly digitised world, software

applications have become highly prevalent and

continue to drive innovation, operational

efficiencies and productivity, with the pandemic

facilitating further accelerated adoption of

application software solutions across multiple

industries.

• Despite economic headwinds, publicly listed

application software providers are trading at

historically high levels, as illustrated by Gambit’s

SITS Valuation index. Current EV/EBITDA multiples

are 9.2% higher than at the start of the pandemic

in Q120. Eagle Eye Solutions, a leading customer

engagement and marketing platform, has

benefited from the strong subsector tailwinds,

reporting a 29% increase in EBITDA in its FY21 and a

rise in EV/EBITDA of 19% to 55.15x from Q321 to

Q421.

• Application software remains the most active

subsector for M&A activity within the SITS sector,

accounting for 38% of transaction volumes in

Q421. AI-enabled assets with extensive use cases

have been particularly sought-after as acquirers

pursue technological diversification, particularly

within fast evolving subsectors such as fintech.

• Profitability, strong customer engagement and

high growth potential were noted as influencing

factors in Moneysupermarket Group’s acquisition

of retail app Quidco for £101m (12.8x EBITDA). The

acquisition delivers a complimentary offering in the

household-saving market and is anticipated to

unlock greater market share and synergies across

data analytics, SEO and CRM capabilities. M&A

activity has been bolstered by strong underlying

market trends including faster innovation cycles,

growing use of automation, expanding interest in

data analytics and cyber protection software.
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Selected transactions

Date Target Acquirer/
Investor

Consideration

Oct TISSL ClearCourse -

Oct Quidco Moneysuper-
market Group

£101m
12.8x EBITDA

Nov IEG4 LDC -

Dec WithWise Inflexion -

Dec Syntec 
Holdings 

Eckoh Plc £32.7m
31.4x EBITDA

Dec Eworks ClearCourse -

Source: Refinitiv, Gambit analysis

• Application software remains at the forefront of

financial acquirers’ acquisition criteria, presenting

an attractive asset class to augment growth,

buoyed by flexible, scalable and agile business

models, visibility of earnings and strong margins.

• Inflexion’s recent growth capital injection into

logistics software platform WithWise, was

highlighted as providing exposure to the “explosive

e-commerce market” and “high growth, specialist

software niche.”
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Sectors in Focus

System Software
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• In recent years, the global system software

market has outpaced macro-economic growth

rates, supported by robust pandemic resilience,

accelerated digital transformation, increased

data utilisation and elevated emphasis on agile

and flexible business models.

• As illustrated by Gambit’s SITS Valuation index,

publicly listed system software providers are

trading at historically high levels. Current

EV/EBITDA multiples are 57% higher than at the

start of the pandemic in Q120, at 22.3x.

• The value-add capabilities of high-quality

systems software assets are being realised,

reflected by a 22% appreciation in The Sage

Group Plc’s share price from Q321 to Q421. The

company has utilised the current buoyancy of

the SITS M&A market to support its significant

expansion plans, completing multiple

acquisitions in the last 18 months, with its most

recent being Brightpearl – a cloud retail

management system, undertaken to deliver

growth, scalability and to broaden Sage’s value

proposition for SMEs.

• Acquirers are seeking transformative

acquisitions to support market growth in sectors

stimulated by the pandemic, particularly

blockchain, cloud, AI and ML enabled assets.

83North’s growth capital injection into AI and IoT

software developer Samotics in October

highlights the elevated appetite for emerging

technology solutions in fast growing subsectors,

with Samotics recording substantial revenue

growth of 150% in 2021.
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Source: Refinitiv, Gambit analysis

Selected transactions

Date Target Acquirer/
Investor

Consideration

Oct Exegesis 
Spatial Data 
Management 

Idox Plc £7m
2.5x revenue

Oct Samotics 83North €14.5M

Nov Universe 
Group Plc 

Inform 
Information 
Systems 

£33.1m 

Dec Silverlink PCS  
Software 

Alcidion Group £33m 

Dec AMT-Sybex 
Group 

Jonas 
Computing 
(UK)

£40m 

Dec Brightpearl The Sage 
Group 

£225m 

• Robust levels of cross-border M&A have been

witnessed in the subsector as strategic and

financial acquirers compete for globally scalable

system software providers. Australian

headquartered Alcidion Group’s £31m acquisition

of Silverlink PCS Software illustrated its desire to

enhance its geographic footprint and to

incorporate Silverlink’s complimentary electronic

patent record system. System software providers’

asset light business models offer extensive scalability

potential and ease of integration across multiple

regions.
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Sectors in Focus

Managed IT & Cloud
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Source: Refinitiv, Gambit analysis

Selected transactions

Date Target Acquirer/
Investor

Consideration

Oct Internal 
Systems Ltd

Wavenet
(Macquarie) 

-

Oct NTS 
Communicati-
ons 

Wavenet
(Macquarie)

-

Oct Circle IT 
Solutions 

Arrow
(MML)

-

Oct Celerity BGF £15m

Nov Gyrocom Kerv Group
(LDC)

-

Dec Cloudreach Atos -

• Heightened emphasis on managed IT & cloud

service providers has been evidenced since the

beginning of the pandemic, with the benefits of

outsourced IT solutions proving to be a valuable

solution to improve operational efficiencies and

maintain high-quality core business functions.

Gambit’s managed IT & cloud valuation index

evidences the elevated trading multiples of listed

managed service providers, with EV/EBITDA

multiples currently at 14x, 43% higher than Q120.

• The evolving digital landscape has emphasised

the need for holistic solutions that include robust

digital infrastructure and prudent cloud security.

Managed service providers are forecast to grow

rapidly as SMEs increasingly outsource their IT

functions. Although still in the earlier stages of

adoption, ESG will present value enhancement

opportunities for MSPs evidencing sustainable

practices and addressing risks relating to privacy

and data security. These factors are already being

considered in both investment appraisal and due

diligence exercises.

• The managed IT and cloud sector has been

consolidating rapidly in recent years, heavily

influenced by a proliferation of private equity

investments and buy-and-build strategies.

Strategic acquirers have sought to acquire smaller

companies with differentiated regional exposure

and market share. Backed by Macquarie,

Wavenet has been particularly acquisitive within

the subsector, completing the double acquisition

of Internal Systems and NTS Communications in

October to further its regional footprint in the UK

and to incorporate more experienced technical

support and knowledge within the group.

• Financial acquirers have become increasingly

invested in the sector with MSP’s business models

underpinned by recurring revenues and strong

visibility of earnings. Financial acquirers are

supporting the growth ambitions of their portfolio

companies and are undertaking aggressive buy-

and-build strategies supported by record levels of

capital.
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Sectors in Focus

VAR & Consultancy

• Digital transformation and evolving cyber security

threats are proving to be significant growth catalysts

for the VAR & consultancy sector. Organisations are

increasingly seeking specialist advice and support on

how to evolve incumbent legacy infrastructure

models and accelerate digital transformation.

• Intensified demand for quality VAR & consultancy

assets is evidenced by a 14% increase in deal volumes

from Q321 to Q421, now accounting for 23% of all UK

SITS M&A transactions. Gambit’s VAR & consultancy

valuation index highlights the favourable value

accretion being experienced by the subsector, with

EV/EBITDA multiples witnessing successive quarterly

highs, now 71% above Q120 levels at 21.3x.

• Elevated sector attention coupled with use-case

realisation for specialist technological support has

facilitated enhanced trading performance and share

price performance of leading VAR & IT consultants,

with the likes of Accenture achieving a 30% increase

in its share price between Q321 and Q421.

• Demonstrable pandemic resilience, and buoyant

trading performance of VAR and consultancies has

resulted in financial acquirers becoming increasingly

active in the subsector, with a particular focus on AI,

ML and big-data expertise. Bowmark Capital

acquired AI, ML and cloud technology consultant

Kubrick Group in November as it seeks to further

capitalise on the significant global demand for digital

transformation services and identify companies

addressing the growing skills gap.
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Source: Refinitiv, Gambit analysis

Selected transactions

Date Target Acquirer/
Investor

Consideration

Oct Data 
Integration Ltd

IT Support 
Business Ltd 

-

Oct Cyber Security 
Strategies Ltd

Ampa Holdings -

Oct IP Office Omnicom
(LDC)

-

Nov Kubrick Group Bow mark 
Capital Partners 

-

Nov Infinite Leap 
Inc 

CenTrak Inc 
(Halma Plc)

£17m 

Dec Russell 
Telecom

Omnicom
(LDC)

-
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• Strategic M&A is being undertaken to bolster

technological capabilities, service delivery and to

enhance channel partnerships. In November,

CenTrak Inc, a Halma Plc company, announced its

acquisition of Infinite Leap, a healthcare consulting

and services provider for IoT technologies. The

transaction was highlighted as supporting the

transition of CenTrak from a hardware technology

provider to a value-based, full enterprise solution via

the addition of a strong and strategic clinical

consulting partner in Infinite Leap.
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Gambit Corporate Finance LLP

Concluding remarks

• The pandemic had resulted in permanent operational adaptations for companies. Many of the

factors that have fuelled growth for SITS companies, such as remote working, demand for tech-

enabled solutions and the need for digital transformation support will persist post-pandemic.

Intensified demand for tech-enabled solutions has resulted in SITS assets attracting healthy

premiums, providing shareholders with an opportunity to crystalise value and exit at historically

high valuations.

• Strategic acquirers have recognised the need to execute acquisitions to fuel growth and

maintain competitive advantage, underpinned by accelerated capability enhancement,

geographic expansion and sectoral exposure.

• Current capital market conditions are facilitating disproportionate attention from investors, who

have identified robust and resilient industry verticals, such as Software & IT Services to

incorporate within their portfolios.

• With the Bank of England raising interest rates for the second time since December 2021, from

0.25% to 0.5%, many are viewing this as the first in a series of medium term interest rate hikes to

combat inflation. The BoE anticipates inflation to peak at c.5% CPI in April 2022, presenting a

window of opportunity for SITS companies to execute debt funded transactions before the cost

of capital increases.

• Identifying a target’s ESG credibility has become a valuable tool and risk management strategy

for acquirers and this will continue to be an increasing area of focus in transaction due diligence

processes, driving enhanced levels of appetite for ESG-credible SITS companies.

• M&A investment appraisal and financial due diligence exercises continue to evolve, however

expert advisors are continuing to facilitate optimal value realisation through effective

negotiation of key issues to maximise shareholder proceeds.

• If you would like to arrange a call to discuss the opportunities facing your business or to

understand the most appropriate solutions to support your shareholders’ needs and ambitions,

please contact a member of the team.

Sam Forman

Director

T: +44 (0) 845 643 5500
M: +44 (0) 759 040 8682

E: samuel.forman@gambitcf.com

Nick Gallagher

Executive

T: +44 (0) 845 643 5500

E: nick.gallagher@gambitcf.com

Geraint Rowe

Partner

T: +44 (0) 845 643 5500
M: +44 (0) 789 992 8029

E: geraint.rowe@gambitcf.com

Lloyd Evans

Analyst

T: +44 (0) 845 643 5500

E: lloyd.evans@gambitcf.com
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Gambit Corporate Finance LLP

Corporate Finance International

Gambit is the exclusive UK shareholder of CFI, a

global partnership of middle-market investment

banks and corporate finance advisory firms. With

over 200 professionals located in 26 offices

throughout the world, CFI members specialise in

cross-border acquisitions, disposals, capital raising,

and related services. CFI was ranked number 22 in

Europe by Thomson Reuters for transactions valued

up to €200 million (Q321).

www.thecfigroup.com

Gambit Corporate Finance

Established in 1992, Gambit is an independent

corporate finance advisory firm specialising in

advising private and public companies on mid-

market transactions in the UK and overseas. With

offices in London and Cardiff, Gambit is widely

recognised as a market leader in M&A advice in

the Software & IT Services sector having built up

detailed industry knowledge and an enviable track

record in deal origination and execution.

www.gambitcf.com
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